NOTICE

S5 & S7 students of this institution are directed to remit their exam and recognition fee directly to SBT Chengannur or any other branches of SBT convenient to the students through the prescribed challan which can be downloaded from the college website. The fee should be remitted at SBT on or before the following dates and exam registration can be done only online (www.exam.cusat.in). S7 supplementary and S5 supply exam registration can be done online and their fees should be remitted in the college office and online form should be downloaded (improvement & supply only) submitted in the college office.

- S7 (Regular) on or before 05.09.16
- S5 (Regular) on or before 20.09.16
- S7 (supply) on or before 05.09.16 (college office 9.00 am to 1.30 pm)
- S7 (supply) on or before 20.09.16 (college office 9.00 am to 1.30 pm)

PRINCIPAL

To be read in S7 & S5 classes

HOD’s/Staff NB/Students NB